
By the time we approach minchah on Yom Kippur afternoon, we have been through the month of Elul, 
Selichot prayers, Rosh Hashanah, and a substantial portion of the Day of Atonement. The role that the 
Book of Jonah plays at that point is one thing. But I've been wondering if it might not be of some use to 
reflect on Jonah's travels earlier in the season as well.

Having recently read Yehuda Amichai's brilliant and funny “Conferences, Conferences: Malignant 
Words, Benign Speech”* – in which one conference session explores, e.g., “ceramacists on the type of 
potsherd Job used to scratch himself” – I found myself imagining a similar conference on Jonah.

What began as silly free-association turned to slightly more serious exploration of some themes raised 
by the Book of Jonah. I thought sharing this BEFORE Yom Kippur afternoon, might be of some help.

Here, is the result of my musings – 

Pre-Yom Kippur Thoughts

after Yehuda Amichai's “Conferences, Conferences”*
Virginia Spatz, songeveryday.wordpress.com

Evening program/orientation
– Jonah 1:3

Session 1 (Ballroom)
“He paid the fare”: from ancient marine economies to conscious capitalism

Does our fare help others reach their destinations? Are we trying to re-route the ship for our own benefit alone?

Session 2 (Rooftop cafe)
“Down to Yaffo”: personal and theological geography

Where is our sphere of influence and being influenced? Where is God's? Do these exist on separate overlays? 

Session 3 (Certified Prophets Collective only – contact organizer at CprophetC.net)
“Going with others”: Yahtzee, tequila, and escaping existential isolation

Can community make prophetic voice “normal”?



Pre-Yom Kippur Thoughts

Morning – Jonah 1:6-16

Breakfast Meet & Greet:
“What is your business? and Where have you come from?”

Poster sessions:
“How can you be sleeping so soundly?”: God's voice, electronic media, and sleep disorders

Ivri [Hebrew] or Evedi [Servant of YAH]?: The construction of identity on the run
“The men rowed hard”: Pluralism, universalism, and community decision-making

Having run from God, how to understand this storm? [Late session addition]

Post-lunch workshop (Jonah 2)
An opportunity to develop your own psalm of thanksgiving

Does gratitude for survival, despite our own death-wishes, require examining our own agency or past motives? 
Must we consider change of future direction to be grateful for where we are? 

Afternoon Session – Jonah 3:1
“Arise and go.” For real though.

Closing Session – Jonah 3-4
TBA
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*“Conferences, Conferences: Malignant Words, Benign Speech” IN Open Closed Open. Yehuda Amichai. 
trans: Chana Bloch and Chana Kronfeld. NY: Harcourt, 2000. (Sagur Patuach Sagur. Tel Aviv: Schocken, 1998)

Above the hotel gate, I saw a sign: 
“International Conference on Inflammations of the Eye”
for those who have cried too much or not cried enough....

...Or a major conference on Job:
dermatologists on skin diseases, anthropologists 
on pain and suffering, legal scholars on justice and injustice,
God on the nature of Satan, and Satan on the notion of the divine...


